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The SCCC has worked diligently for many years to ensure that the general education component of each 

undergraduate degree provides students with an outstanding contemporary Jesuit education.  The goal is to foster 

students’ competency in five key areas: critical thinking, effective communication, quantitative reasoning, 

information literacy, and ethical reasoning.  To help achieve student learning outcomes in these five areas, the 

Loyola Core embraces an interdisciplinary approach to learning with an emphasis on the spiritual and intellectual, 

the moral and ethical, the natural and social scientific, the humanistic, and the artistic. 

 

The Loyola Core assessment package is designed to measure the extent to which students have attained those 

competencies identified by the university.  The data collected will be regularly reviewed by the committee and 

shared with faculty so that evidence-based curriculum improvements may be made to better achieve student 

learning outcomes.  The following table presents the direct measures of student learning that have been identified.  

Each of these tests are nationally recognized assessment methods that provide detailed data regarding students’ 

skill sets as well as reports that allow comparison with peer institution performance.   

 

Core Competencies Assessment Methods Website 

Critical Thinking 

Effective Communication 

Quantitative Reasoning 

ETS Proficiency Profile http://www.ets.org/proficiencyprofile/about 

 

Information Literacy Standardized Assessment of 

Information Literacy Skills Test 

https://www.projectsails.org 

 

Ethical Reasoning Defining Issues Test http://ethicaldevelopment.ua.edu/dit-and-dit-2/ 

 

Attached is a list of Loyola Core courses offered in Spring 2017.  Each of the following departments has been 

identified for participation in two assessment activities.  This will ensure that we have sufficient number of 

students to comprise a representative sample.  

 

English, History, Philosophy and Religious Studies – please identify 5 course sections within each department 

Science and Sociology – please identify 3 course sections within each department 

 

Faculty may allow testing during class time or encourage participation outside of class time – each test is web-

based, takes one hour or less to complete, and does not require preparation.  Only Juniors and Seniors will be 

required to complete the test.  There is no cost to the department and results may be included in the assessment 

section of Annual Reports.  

 

Once courses have been identified, detailed information regarding logistics will be distributed.  Please note that 

an OIRE representative will be available to help throughout the process, including proctoring tests if necessary.  

Testing will be scheduled between March 13 and April 7.  Your cooperation and time are greatly appreciated!   

 

Please send the selected course numbers, questions and concerns to Leslie Culver (lmculver@loyno.edu) by 

Friday, February 24. 
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